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Dots on a Map: Episode 2
The second episode of the Dots on a Map podcast, “JV Negotiations Explained,” is now live on iTunes, Google Play
Music and Overcast. This episode features a conversation on the current state of JV negotiations with the Company,
focusing on the Aeroméxico JV, and why these negotiations are different than past negotiations. To listen, search
“Dots on a Map” in your podcast app or, if you’re on an iPhone, follow this link from a mobile device. Dots on a Map is
a Delta MEC podcast series about scope topics. Every episode is also available on DALscope.org.

Seeking Communications Volunteers
Have you seen the Delta MEC blog? Listened to podcasts? Watched a video or reviewed the dedicated Scope website?
The Communications Committee is looking for pilots to help make these new avenues of communications happen. If
you’re interested in any of these projects or communications in general, contact dalcomm@alpa.org or complete the
volunteer form on the Delta MEC website.

Donate to DPCF
The Delta Pilots Charitable Fund (DPCF) supports many worthy causes benefitting children, supporting 10 organizations
across the country already this year. Learn more about the DCPF or submit a charity for consideration at
deltapilotscharitablefund.org. Here’s how you can make a tax-deductible donation to the fund:
1. Sign up for payroll deduction
2. If you’re a member of the Delta Community Credit Union, you can set up a one-time or recurring donation by
filling out a Scheduled Share Transfers form and delivering to the DCCU
3. Make a donation by check, payable to Delta Pilots Charitable Fund, and mail to:
a. Delta MEC ALPA
Attn: DPCF
100 Hartsfield Centre Parkway, Suite 800
Atlanta, GA 30354
4. When you make a purchase on Amazon, visit Smile.Amazon.com instead to donate 0.5% of your purchase to
DPCF; simply register with “Delta Pilots Charitable Fund” on Amazon Smile and use the website every time you
shop on Amazon
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ARCOS
The ARCOS system is now operational on all fleets. The new number used to notify you of a GS is 844-325-5629. You do
not need to do anything to continue to receive GS awards via phone, though downloading the ARCOS app provides for a
faster and easier experience. For a complete overview of ARCOS and setup instructions, refer to Scheduling Alert 18-04
-- ARCOS. Additionally, we heard your feedback and are working with the Company to reduce the number of pilots
called for an available trip. This is a new system, so your continued feedback is especially important in creating the
best product for Delta pilots. Feedback about the ARCOS system should be sent to arcos_feedback@delta.com.

[Updated] Multi-Factor Authentication
Delta now requires pilots to establish Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) to access the HR Self Service application. If
you have not yet registered, you will not have access to HR Self Service until you register. Authentication using the
PingID app requires you to download a device-specific app (iOS or Android). Authentication can also be accomplished
using SMS/text and voice (via any phone). Click here for more information on DeltaNet.

Family Member with Addiction/Substance Use Disorder
When a family member is struggling with addiction or substance abuse, it impacts the entire family. The Pilot Family
Matters Committee webpage has information and resources to help, including Finding treatment for your loved one and
support for you and your family. For questions, contact DALPFMC@alpa.org.

EFB Survey
ALPA National is conducting an EFB Training and Use survey, and we encourage all pilots to participate. The goal of this
survey is to better understand how pilots manage information on the EFBs, interact with the EFBs and what training
they received. ALPA hopes that the information will be valuable to the pilot community and the aviation industry to
improve safety. The voluntary survey takes approximately 30 minutes to complete, and participation is strictly
confidential (all data is de-identified). Take the survey at alpa.org/efbsurvey.

[Updated] ATL PUB
All pilots and their families are invited to attend the ATL Pilot Unity Building (PUB) event at La Fiesta (1419 Virginia
Ave) on Tuesday, June 26 for fellowship, fajitas and beverages. Located inside the Red Lion Hotel lobby, the event will
be held in La Fiesta’s Bar Room. Transportation from the Hilton, Staybridge and Doubletree hotels is available upon
request at the front desk; it’s across the street from the Holiday Inn.
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[New] MEM: For security purposes, the Sheraton Downtown now requires each crew member to sign in at the front
desk.

Crew Relocations: We’ve been notified of several crew relocations in May and June. These relocations may or may not
include pilots, so please check your rotation. See below for the city, date(s) and hotel crews will be moved to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BNA:
MSO:
YVR:
BZN:
MCO:
DFW:
CLE:
ATL:
GRR:
DEN:
STL:
YYZ:
DC:
COS:

June 8-10 — Renaissance
June 9-10 — Hilton Garden Inn
June 9-12 — Marriott Downtown.
June 9, 16 & 18 — Hilton Garden Inn
June 10-12 — Rosen Shingle Creek; June 13-14 — Florida Hotel & Conference Center
June 11-12 & 19-21 — Fairmont
June 12 — DoubleTree Cleveland
June 12-13 — Hilton Atlanta
June 16 — Courtyard
June 16 — Westin
June 16 — Hyatt at the Arch
June 16-17 & 19 — Fairmont
June 19 & 22 — Wink
June 22 — Marriott Colorado Springs

Contact: DALHotel@alpa.org
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Council 81: Thursday, July 26, 10a-2p | Jazz Room | SLC (between Concourses C & D)
Council 16: Thursday, September 13, 11a-2p | The Proud Bird Food Bazaar | Los Angeles

Connect with ALPA
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PilotBlast

Facebook

Twitter

Text message updates in
the category(s) you choose

Private group for verified
Delta pilots

News, real-time updates
and more

Delta MEC Blog
Pilot stories, non-jobcritical info & more

ALPA PAC
Support pilot-partisan leaders
to promote pilot careers

